
We have been presenting a series of poems by Xi Penn, from a manuscript titled Poems of the 
Late Tang (a book of magazine verse). This is the fifth. You can view the first four at links further 
down this page. 
 
– Dispatches  
 

* 

Outside a Dusty Southern Town, I Pause and Write a Poem, Thinking of the Great Departed 

Poet, Ch’iu Chin  

– for the Boston Review and LitHub 

 

Who says the dead don’t think of us? Certain  

cameras at cultural conventions show they stand  

in line behind us, stomping, passes in hand.  

Sometimes you can feel a small poke on your  

rump, when there is no one in line behind you.  

The dead are sheathed in a bluish light. More to the 

point, as experts around the world currently agree  

and warn, they are crevasses transverse to circadian 

flow; recently, ever steeper slopes from melting cause  

them to open and close at ever higher speeds, cosmic  

bed-fields of castanets excited to feedback roar.  

Not that we don’t want theory. It’s that now, much  

due to the overdo, “avant-garde” verse has moved  

on to get conflated, rapidly and willingly, with the  

Academy and mainstream print venues, to the point  

where we haven’t had an institutionalized habitus  

like it since the New Criticism. Penn is the new  

Kenyon, and the prominent Presses, Literary Prizes,  

and State or Corporate Fellowships leash the values  

of attention. A full moon rises over the New Yorker.  

Evening sunlight and autumnal colors shine on the  

Guggenheim’s carapace. Where once Floating Bear  

and Fuck You: A Journal of the Arts got cranked  

out by kids who shopped at Catholic Charities, track 

lighting comes on in $3 million Soho studios. Now,  

most young poets shop at GAP or 相关的写作程序.  



Shuttled through shafts and ducts of Yves Klein Blue,  

they blithely pursue highbrow and recuperated stations,  

in fashionable modes and synthetic dispositions.  

Recently, dead-by-its-own-hand Conceptual Poetry  

showed us, and with insufferable Warholian hauteur,  

the clearest, most cynical acquiescence to these  

ideological conditions, even as the group’s hipster 

practitioners proclaimed their winking devotions to  

the ordinary and prosaic. The Eastern Cantons are full  

of grinning cops. A virtual Poetry Bank exists to buy  

poets off. When I dream, everything is as it used to  

be: The living are the living. Yet when I wake, I am  

returned to the land of the stomping dead. Here come  

two young poets with books from Wave, drawn in a  

cart by J. Spicer and J. Kyger. The poet-horses have  

gold bits clenched in their foamy mouths. The cart- 

poets whip them, again and again. Why? Why? Poor  

horses! I want to throw my arms around their wet  

necks and sob until I go mad. Major or minor,  

the dead are together as pure souls. 
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